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Abstract: We give two new constructions of symmetric group divisible designs using
divisible difference sets. These constructions generalize the McFarland and Spence
constructions of symmetric designs.

Divisible designs are of interest in several parts of mathematics: The design theorist needs
classes of divisible designs as "ingredients" for recursive constructions of designs.
Statisticians use divisible designs in the design of experiments. Recently, divisible
designs found applications in cryptography, see [9]. A divisible design is an incidence
structure consisting of m·n points partitioned into m classes of size n each. Two distinct
points are joined by exactly Al or A,2 blocks depending whether the two points are
elements in the same point class or not. The block size is a constant number and usually
called k. The design is symmetric if the dual structure is a divisible design with the same'
parameters. In many cases symmetric divisible designs are constructed as "developments"
of divisible differ~nce sets. A divisible difference sets D in a group G is a k-subset
of G with the following properties: The group G contains a subgroup N of order n and
index m. The list of differences d-d' (d,d'e D) contains every nonzero element in N
exactly Al times and the elements in G\N exactly A,2 times. We say that such a subset D is
an (m,n,k,Al'A 2 )-divisible difference set in G relative to N. Using divisible
difference sets it is quite easy to construct divisible designs. The points are just the
elements of G and the blocks are the translates D+g={ d+g: de D} of D.
Usually one requires that N is a normal subgroup of G. In this case one can show that the
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condition is
at alL No example" of a non-symmetric divisible design is known that
can be constructed from a group G with subgroup N as described above, see [2].
If A1=A2(=A) or n=l the divisible difference set becomes a (v,k,A)-difference set in the
usual sense (v denotes the order of G) and the corresponding design is just a symmetric

(v,k,A)-design.
In this paper we want to describe a new construction of divisible difference sets (relative
to a normal
N) and therefore symmetric divisible
As special cases we
obtain
difference sets due to McFarland [6],
difference sets due to Spence [8],
divisible difference sets due to Jungnickel (generalizing McFarland's
construction) [3],
divisible difference sets due to Jungnickel (generalizing Spence's construction)
[ 4].
Informally, we can describe these four constructions as follows. Take the hyperplanes in
V=GF(q)n and a group G. We construct divisible difference sets in VxG in the following
way: Combine the elements of G with different hyperplanes or complements of
hyperplanes of V. The constructions mentioned above and in the sequel differ just by the
choice of the subsets S, T and U (in G) which we combine with hyperplanes,
complements of hyperplanes and with the entire group V.
We refer the reader to [2] for a source of many more constructions of divisible difference
sets. Unfortunately, not many examples are known where A1=O, a situation which is of
particular interest. Divisible difference sets with Al =0 are called relative difference

sets.
In order to describe our constructions and to verify that they yield divisible difference sets
we need some notation. We will work in the group ring 7L G where G is written
multiplicatively, and define

CL agg)(t) := 2: agg

t

for integers t. A subset S of G will be identified with S:=2: gE s g in the group ring 7L G
and we denote this group ring element S, by abuse of notation. Using this notation we
can translate the definition of a divisible difference set. A subset D of a group G is an
(m,n,k,A 1,A2)-divisible difference set in G relative to N if and only if

= k + Al (N-l)

+ A2 (G-N)
provided IGI=mn and INI=n. It is this group ring equation that we will check in the
following constructions.
D·D(-I)
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Theorem 2.1: Let q be a prime power and d a positive integer. Let V=GF(q)d and G
any group of order v=(qd-1)/(q-1). Let D be a (v,r,A)-difference set in G. Then there
exists a divisible difference set R in GxV relative to V with parameters
qd-1
m=q-1 '
n =qd,
k = (v_r)·qd-l + r·(qd_qd-I),

Al = v.qd-2 - qd-2 + r.qd _ 2.r·qd-l,
A2 = v·qd-2 + 2·r.(qd-l_2 q d-2) + A·(qd_4 q d-l+4 q d-2) .

.fr..Q.Qf. Let HI' H2, ••• , Hy be the hyperplanes of V (i.e. subgroups of order qd-l). In the
sequel we use the following three equations
(1)
y

L

Hi =qd-l +

(2)

i=1

q-l
..
H i Hj = qd-2 .V,1:;iJ.
Enumerate the elements of D and G\D as follows:

(3)

D = {gl' g2' ""~} and G\D = {gr+l' gr+2' ... , gy}.
We assert that

~

(~

(4)
giHi) U
gi(V\H0)
R = (.
l=r+l
1=1
serves as the desired divisible difference set. Using our group ring notation, (4) can be
rewritten as
R=

L

L

giHi +

giEG

(5)

gi(V- 2Hi)

giED

Defme

Then R=A+B and
R·R(-l) = A·A(-I) + A-B(-I) + A(-l)·B + B·B(-l).

(6)

Consider
A·A(-l) =

(L

giHi)'

giEG

gJI Hj ) =

gjEG

=L Hf + L
i

(L

L. gigJ1HiH

j =

g"gj

qd-2· gig/V (using (3))

i;tj

=qd-l.(qd-l + qd-

L

q-1

1 V) + qd-2· v ·(G-l)V

(using (1) and (2)).

Thus
A.A(-l) = q2d-2 _ qd-2.V + v.qd-2.GxV.
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(7)

Next let us lOOK at

L

(gig/+gi1gj)Hi(V -2Hj)

gjEG,gjED

==

L

==

L

L

2Hi(V-2H0 +

~ED

(gjgjl+gilgj)Hj(V-2Hj)

gr;t:gj,gjEG,gjED

2·(qd-IV -2 qd-lHi) + 2·r·(qd- L 2 q d-2) V(G-I)

gjED

== _4.qd-l

L

Hi + 4·r·qd-2·V + 2.r.(qd-l_2 q d-2)·GxV. (8)

gjED

Finally we calculate

L

B·B(-I)

gig] I(V -2HiXV -2Hj}

gj,gjED

=

L

(V-2Hif + A·(V-2H 1)(V-2H 2)(G-1)

gjED

= r·(qd_4·qd-l)·V + 4·qd-l

L

Hi + A·(qd_4 q d-l+4 q d-2)·V(G-I).

(9)

gjED

Using (7),(8) and (9) in (6), we get

R·R(-l) == (k-A 1) + (ACA2)'V + A2·GXV
where k, Al and A2 are as stated in the theorem. Since R has coefficients 0 and 1, we can
conclude that R "is" a divisible difference set with the desired parameters. 0
Theorem 2.1 generalizes the Spence construction of difference sets. The set R is a
difference set in GxV if and only if Al =~, equivalently (after simplifying) (r-A)(q-2)2=1,
i.e. r-A=l (or
and
This is exactly Spence's construction [8]: Take all but one
of the hyperplanes and combine them with different elements in G and add the
complement of the remaining hyperplane (combined with the remaining element of G).
For some nonabelian examples of difference sets with these parameters we refer the
interested reader to [5) and [7]. If we choose D to be a (v,v-l,v-2)-difference set (not
necessarily q=3) we obtain the divisible difference sets in [4]. Unfortunately, Theorem
2.1 never produces relative difference sets as Al is always greater than O.
Now we are going to generalize the McFarland construction.
Theorem 2.2: Let q be a prime power and d a positive integer. Let V=GF(q)d and G be
any group of order v=l+(qd-l)/(q-l). Let D be a (v,r,A)-difference set in G with hoD.
Assume that either r=O or r=v-l or DuD(-l)=G\{ I} and DnD(-1)=0. Then there exists a
divisible difference set E in GxV relative to V with parameters
qd-I
m=l+--,
q-l
n = qd,
k = qd-l.(v-r-l} + r·(qd_qd-l),
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Al = r·qd - 2.r.qd-l +

..!c.------.!,--.

q 2d-2 qd-l + 0.(qd-l_2 d-2) + A·(qd_4 d-1+4 d-2)
--"'-------'-'-q
q
q
q-l
where 0=0 if r=O, 0=2r-2 if r=v-l (hence 8=2v-4) and 0=2r-l otherwise.
fr.QQf. Let HI' H 2,..

Hs be the hyperplanes of V (s=(qd-l)/(q-l). Write D={gl' g2'

... , ~} and G\(Du{1 })={gr+l' gr+2' ..

gv-l}' We define

r
v-I
E := U gi(V\Hi) U U g#i.
i=l
i=r+l
Let A:=
giHi and B:=
gi(V-2Hi). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we will

L.

L.

gjEG\{1}

giED

compute A·A(-l), AB(-l)+B·A(-l) and B·B(-l). The equation for B·B(-l) is exactly the
same as (9). The situation for AB(-I)+B·A (-1) is slightly different:

L.

A·B(-l) + A(-l)·B

(gjgjl+gi 1gj)Hi(V-2Hj )

gjE G\{ I }.gjE D

=L.

2Hj(V-2H0 + (2r(G-l)-D-D(-1»'(qd-I_2 q d-2)V

gjED

:::: 2·r·qd-l. V - 4·qd-I

L.

Hi + o·(G-l)· (qd-l_2 q d-2)·V

(10)

gi ED

Note that D+D(-1)::::2(G-l) ifr=v-l and D+D(-I)=G-l if DnD(-I)::::0, DuD(-I)= G\{ I}.
Without going into details we just state the result for A· A(-1):
2d-2 qd-l
GxV.
A.A(-l) = q2d-2 + q
q-l

(11)

'Using (9), (10) and (11) , we get
E·E(-l) = (k-A I) + (A 1-A2)'V + A2·(GXV)
where k, AI' and A2 are as in the statement of Theorem 2.2. Since E has coefficients 0
and 1, it follows that E is the desired divisible difference set. 0
If r=O in the Theorem above, then E corresponds to the McFarland difference sets [6]. If
r=v-l we get the complements of the divisible difference sets in [3]. Now we want to
discuss the case that DuD(-l)=G\{ I} and DnD(-1)=0. If G is abelian, this implies that
IGI=px for some prime p (p == 3 (mod 4» and D is a (pX,(pX~ 1)/2,(pX-3)!4)- difference set
in G, see [1]. Difference sets with these parameters and the property DuD(-l)=G\{ I}
exist, take just the squares in GP(pX). Thus Theorem 2.2 provides divisible difference
sets if and only if
qd-l
v =+ 1 = pX == 3 (mod 4).
q-l
203

A few examples when this happens are for d=2 and q=5,9,17,25,29. In
q+2=px, where q is a prime power, we get such
with d=2.

whenever
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